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CTpyranbCKHi1 3. El-91-243 
PacnpeAeneHHe nnoTHOCTH MarepHH B aTOMHblX RApax, 
nonyYeHHOe C nOMO~b~ aApOHOB BblCOKHX 3HeprHi1 

npeAnaraeTCR MeTOA HJyYeHHR pacnpeAeneHHR nnoTHOCTH MarepHH B RApax C no
MO~b~ aApOHOB BblCOKHX 3Heprni1. 06HapymeHHbli1 HaMH npo4ecc - npOXOll(AeHHe 
aApOHOB yepeJ aTOMHble RAPa - npHMeHReTCR B KaYecrae ¢H3HYeCKOi1 OCHOBbl Mero
Aa; npoxomAeHHe conpoaomAaercR 11cnycKaH11eM HyKnOHOB c RAep-M11weHei1. Pac
npeAeneHHe HHTeHCHBHOCTH 11cnycKaHHR CBR3aHO C pacnpeAeneHHeM HyKnOHOB BRA
pe-MHWeHH, HHTeHCHBHOCTb 11cnycKaHHR HyKnOHOB B AaHHOM cnyyae CTOnKHOBeHHR 
nponop4110HanbHa ron~11He npeoAoneHHoro aApOHOM cnoR Marep1111 a RApe. 8 Ka
yecrae np11Mepa onpeAeneHo pacnpeAeneHHe nnoTHOCTH Marep1111 a RAPe aroMa 
KCeHOHa. PacnpeAeneHHe MaTepHH B RApe He OTnHYaeTCR JaMeTHO OT pacnpeAene
HHR B HeM 3neKTPHYeCKOro JapRAa H He pacnpocTpaHReTCR MHOro BHe 3Toro pac
npeAeneHHR. KameTCR, YTO aApOHHbli1 CHapRA BHAHT, npH npoHHKaHHH Yepe3 RAPO
MHWeHb, onpeAeneHHOe YHCno HyKnOHOB npH onpeAeneHHOM napaMeTpe crponKHOBe
HHR, HO YHCno npOTOHOB cpeAH HyKnOHOB ¢nyKTy11pyer onpeAeneHHblM o6pa30M -
cornacHO 6HHOMHanbHOMY JaKOHy; B cpeAHeM, 3TO YHcno COOTBeTCTByer COOTHO
weHH~ YHCna Hei1TpOHOB K YHCny npoTOHOB KaK (A - Z)/Z. 

Pa6ora BblnOnHeHa B na6oparop1111 BblCOKHX 3Heprni1 01,1A 111. 

Coo6wem1e 061,eA11HeHHoro HHCTHTyTa RAepHbtx 11cc11eAOBllHHH. J:ly6Ha 1991 

Strugalski Z. 
Matter Density Distribution in Atomic Nuclei 
as Illuminated by High Energy Hadrons 

El-91-243 

The method is proposed for the intranuclear matter density distribution 
study by means of high energy strongly interacting probes. The newly re
cognized process - the passage of hadrons through atomic nuclei - is emp
loyed as the physical basis of the operational principle of the method; 
the passage is accompanied by the nucleon emission from the target nuclei. 
The distribution of the nucleon emission intensity is connected with the 
nucleon density distribution in the target nucleus, and the nucleon emis
sion intensity in a collision event depends simply on the intranuclear mat 
ter layer thickness covered by the hadronic projectile. As an example, the 
matter distribution in the xenon nucleus is determined. The matter distti
bution in the nucleus does not differ markedly from the charge distribu
tion and does not extend by much beyond it. It seems that the hadronic 
projectile sees a definite number of nucleons at a definite impact parame
ter, in passing through the target nucleus, but the number of the protons 
among the nucleons seen fluctuates according the binomial formula; in ave
rage, this number corresponds to the neutron-proton ratio (A-Z)/Z. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The subject in this paper is to obtain experimental.infor
mation about matter dens.ity distribution in nuclei by '.means· 
of hadronic projectiles. The application of•high energy had
rons:as probes for'the int;anuclear matter distribution studies 
has long been a difficult problem·'l-3.c. A need fo·r such stti- • 
dies arises in attempts to obtain in a direct way some infor
·mation about the neutron density distribution in nuclei: We' 
now have_a precise knowledge of the shapes and sizes of charge 
distributions in nuclei throughout· the periodic table, as a 
result of the accurate ele:tron sc~tte:in~ e~feriment~ b~ Hof
stadter and collaborators in the mid-fifties· 1 • The indica
tions are quite strong that the neutron distribution does not 
differ markedly from '_the proton distribution Jll and does ·· 
not extend by much beyond it; there is inadequate direct evi~ 
dence on the neutron distribution inside nuclei, and what there 
is, is not conclusive 1 t,2/. The difficulty in measuring n~ut
ron or nucleon distributions is, of course, that the electro
magnetic interaction provides little information; After consi
derations, we were led to the conclusion that the only probes 
of the whole intranuclear matter distribution must be strongly 
interacting / 2/. · · · 

But, many methods which have been used, in studying the nuc-. 
lear structure by means of the strongly interacting probes ne
cessarily involved some model-dependences of the results obtai
ned. Moreover, the collision of a hadron_with a nucleus does 
not distinguish itself by·the basic simplicity, similarly as 
the collision of electrons with nuclei. The hadron-nucleus col
lision leads, in contrast, to interaction of particles. of ra
ther complicated structure - as pion and proton - with nuclei, 
or as a nucleus with a nucleus. 

Thus, some model-independent method should be worked out 
and more experimental investigations are desired using the 
method which, in a direct way, will tell us as much and more 
about the neutrons in nuclei. 

Our first_attemps to work out some model-independent method 
have been made before about 30 years15/ and were continued up 
to last a few years13, 61 • . 



The aim of this work is: a) to describe new appropriate mo
del-independent method of nucleon density distribution deter
mination in nuclei by means of hadronic probes; b) to obtain 
the distribution for the 131Xe54 nucleus, as an example; 
c).to propose to realize similar measurements for various nuc
lei in beams of hadrons from accelerators. 

2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

. In Hof~tadter·s experiments quite remarkably precise infor-
mation on the distribution of protons in a nucleus-was obtai~ 
ned~ but ·.it· could be discovered anything directly about neut
rons -_-.because it relied entirely on electromagnetic informa
tion. The information_ on neutrons can only come from the.use 
of hadronic probes - such as mesons and nucleons. Unfortunate
ly.there are here theoretical difficulties whichmake the in-,
terpretation of experimental results very.much less certain 
than in the case of electromagnetic measurements. 

In such circumstances, the only way now is to look for ap
propriate nuclear process in which the outcome in hadron-nuc
leus collision reaction.depends simply and definitely on the 
nucleon distribution in the target nucleus; this process should 
be comiected with hadron passage through intranuclear matter 
accompanied by clearly observable and identificable effects. 
For example, it should be nuclear process something like the 
well.known electromagnetic process - like the passage of elect
rons through layers of a mate~ial. Intuit-ively, a nuclear ana:. 

' logue of the electromagnetic process should exist in nature, 
we should observe it sometimes in its pure form - as the passa
ge of high energy hadron through a massive nucleus. Because of 
the short range of the nuclear forces, such process~ if exists, 
could provide data on nucleon distribution in nuclei localized 
precisely enough; the expected secondary.effects which the 
passage could be accompanied by should be the emission.of nuc
leons from the target nucleus or nuclear fragments. Such nuc
lear process - the passage of hadrons through intranuclear mat
ter could be applied as a physical principle of the method for 
nucleon density distribution determination, if characteristics 
of the secondary effect,. of .the nucleon emission - for example, . 
are definitely and clearly dependent on the intranuclear matter 
layer thickness involved in the hadron-nucleus collisions. 

.The hadron passage through intranuclear matt~r - the nuc
lear analogue of the electromagnetic process - of the passage 
of electrically charged particle through layers of matter -
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has - ,been_ found: •in .. our experiments and studied in de:
tail_, 7•. 111 

The passage is accompanied by nucleon emission from the tar
get nucleus, and the nucleon emission intensity is related 
simply to the thickness of the intranuclear.matter layer cove
red by the hadronic projectile. 

We employ this nuclear process as-physical basis for our , 
method. 

The passage of a hadron through intranuclear matter is ac
-companied by nucleon ·emission from the target-nucleus in a de
finite manner. All characteristics of the nucleon emission at 
energies high enough - at· a few GeV - are identical in the 
events of.pure passage - when particle production does not oc
cur and in the any-type events - when particles are produced 
as weli in the hadron-nucleus collisions 112/. We may think, · 
therefore, that the passage is a fundamental process in hadron
nucleus collisions, and on the background of it the particle 
production occurs in some cases. Then, at energies high enough 
- above a few GeV (about 4 GeV for pion-nucleus and about 
8 GeV-for nucleon-nucleus collisions), in any of collisions 
the incident hadron passes through the target nucleus and lo
ses its kinetic energy. The emitted· nucleons, which the hadron 
passage is accompanied by, are the g-track leaving nucleons•· 
electrically charged registered in photonuclear emulsions. 

The intensity of the nucleons emitted depends simply on the 
intranuclear matter layer thickness covered by hadronic projec-
tile -' 131 • . 

The emission of nucleons ~roceeds in the same manner for all 
kinds of incident hadrons113 ,_,. 

3. THE METHOD 

The method of the matter density distribution in nuclei de
termination by means of hadronic projectiles bas~s on very simp
le relation, obtained in our experiments 17 - 131 : The number nN, 
or the intensity n N' of the nucleons emitted from the target 
nucleus, when a high energy hadron traverses it along a thick
ness A, is 

A 

At 
DN = A. S • ( 1 - e ) , (1) 

where A in nucleons/S, and S ='rrD
2 ~ 10 fm 2 , is the nucleon 

diameter as large as the nuclear iorce range; At is the hadron 
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mean free path in intranuclear matter, connected with the had
ron-nucleon total cross-section at as,\ t = 1/at ; ,\t is in nuc
leons/S, at is in S/nucleon. The formula (1) was tested experi
mentally 181 for the mean intensity <np> of the protons emit..: 
ted in hadron-nucleus collisions at energy interval from about 
2 up to about 3500 GeV.The formula (1) is valid for the sample 
of the pure passage events and for the sample of any-type had
ron-nucleus collisions; the independence of the relation of 
the kind of the incident hadron characterizes it. 

On the basis of the formula, it can be stated that: 
1. The number of nucleons nN emitted in any hadron-nucleus col
lision event, at an incident hadron kinetic energy high enough, 
provides the information about the thickness,\ in nucleons/S 
of the intranuclear matter layer covered by the projectile had
ron in the target nucleus. 
2. The mean number <nN> and the maximum number nN · · of the · · . · max 
emitted nucleons in the sample of hadron-nucleus collisions 
are simply.related to the mean t}:iickness <,\> in nucl~ons/S and 
maximum thickness ,\max in nucleons/S of the target nucleus. 
3. The multiplicity n N' o.r ii;i~e.nsity nw distribution N(nN) of 
the nucleons emitted in a numerous sample of collisions ot a 
definite hadron with a definite nucleus is in fact the distri
bution W(,\) of the thicknesses,\ .in nucleons/S of the.target 
nucleus at various.· distances b · from the nuclear diameter, or 
at various impact parameters b; the thickness ,\ = ,\( b) , where 
0 ~. b ~ R, and R is the radius of the target nucleus; band R 
may be expressed in fm. , · 

On the other hand, the distribution W (,\) of the thicknesses 
,\(b) in a nucleus depends simply 1141 on the radial distribu
tion111 p(r) in nucleons/fm3 of the matter density in this 
nucleus; 0 ~. r :S R. . 

The relation between the distribution N(nN) obtained experi
mentally and th~ distribution W(,\ • S): = W (nN) of the matter 
layer thicknesses ,\. in imcleons/S, written on the basis of ex
perimental· findings, is 1151 : 

,\.s 
--r:s ) 

t )=W(nN N(nN) =W(nN) 0 (1-e 

_ .::n_ 
nt 

-(1-e ), (2) 

where At = 1/at, a are the above determined quantities,At·S= 
ea nt ., ,\•Sea n ; th~ exponential coefficient is the opacity of 
the intranucfear matter for the incident hadron. In formula 
(iY; the values N(nJ at nN = 1, nN = 2, ... , nN = nN . are 

max 

4 

l 
J 

l 
I 

given from an experiment, at and Sare known as well. Then, 
W(nN) - the distributions of the intranuclear matter layer 
thicknesses ,\ • S ea nN - may be evaluated from the nN = 1, •.• , 
... , ·nN max equations (2). 

From the distribution. W(nN) ea W(,\. S) , one can evaluate/161 

the radial distribution p(r) of the intranuclear matter densi-
ty in the target nucleus.· ' · 

Similar, although more complicated, relation can be.written 
for the proton multiplicity np distribution N(np) and the in
tranuclear matter layer ,thicknesses,\ distribution W(,\) ea 
= W(.\.S = nN) , it is .'15' :• 

nN 
n =DS -- n 

N n P z np z nN-n 
I W(n )(1-e t)C (-) (1--) P 

n = 1 N °N A A 
N(1\>) = (3) 

N 

The last new factor in formula (3) takes into account the fluc
tuations of the emission intensity of the protons among. the de
finite number of the emitted nucleons, at a definite colli
sion impact parameter; it must be remembered that nN ~ ,\(nN) .s , 
nt ea,\ t· S • The fluctuations were fbund experimentallyll7/ . 

The mean intensity <n > , or mean prot·on multiplicity <n >, 
• p . p 
is: 

< ,\> 

z --x-;-
< n > = - S • <A> . ( 1 - e ) • 

P A 
(4) 

More information about relations between the nucleon emis
sion intensity and the thickness,\ in nucleons/S passed by the 
incident· hadron, in various cases of t1'e !iadron-nucleus colli-

. f.d. f k· 17 · sions, one can in in our ormer wor . . 
In formula (2), the distribution W(A(b))of the intranuc

lear matter layer thickness ,\( b) at any impact parameter. ,b is . 
related simply to the ~bserved distribution N(nN) of 'the nuc
leon emission intensities nN, which are b-dependent as well 
nN(b) = ,\(b) • S. Iri formula (3), the distribution ,W(,\(b)) is 
related to the distribution N(np) of the proton emission inten-
sity n • · 

In 'fact, relations (2) and (3) are systems of equations -
nN = 1, 2, 3, ... , nNmax equations with nN quantities W(nN) 
which should be estimateo; similarly, relation (3) is in fact 
a system of np = 1, 2, ... , nN equations with nN max unknown 

• • W( ) max quantities nN . 
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The method of the matter density distribution determination 
by means of hadronic projectiles may be used, therefore, in 
two variants: 
1. By solution of the systems of equations (2) or (3) and de
termination of the radial distribution p{r) of the intranuc
lear matter density from the distribution W(nN) obtained in so
lution of the equations. 
2. By comparison of the experimental distribution N(nN)exp or 
N(np) exp with corresponding distributions N(n rlcalc or N{np)calc 
predicted by formulas ( 2) and ( 3) corresponding·ly, when some 
hypothetical distribution W(nN) is used in t~e calculations; 
the Fermi distribution may be used, for example. The agreement 
of N(nN) exp or N(np)exp with corresponding N(nN)calc or N(np) calc 
will indicate that the intranuclear matter density distribution 
in atomic nucleus used as the target is as the hypothetical 
one. 

Both the analyses may be performed on the sample of pure 
passages of hadronic projectile through the target nucleus or 
on the sample of all any-type hadron-nucleus collision events, 
because the characteristics of the nucleon emission process in 
pure passages and in the events with-particle.production are 
identical 1181 , at energies larger than about. a few GeV. 

It can be stated that the distributions N(n ) or N{nN) of 
the emission intensities np ·. or ·nN of the proto-8.s or nucleons 

·emitted in hadron-nucleus collisions contain information about 
the matter density distribution in target nuclei. Any of expe
rimental arrangements which provides accurate distributions 
N(np) and N(n~ can be used, therefore, for studies of the mat
ter density distributions in nuclei. 

As an example, we present in the next section the results 
of the matter density distribution determination using 180 litre 
xenon bubble chamber exposed to pion beams at 3.5 GeV/c momen
tum. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

T~e sample of the hadron-nucleus collision reactions, used 
in this work, included 6301 pion-~enon nucleus collisions at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum registered in 180 litre ~enon bubble chamber. 
Among the 6301 any-type 

n--+Xe ➔ n +n +F 
p X 

(5) 

collisions (wh_ere np - number of the emitteg protons; n x - num-· 
her of produced particle~, mainly pions; F ~ various fragments 
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Fig.I. The multiplicity np distribution 
N(n ) = P( n ) in pion-xenon nucleus any-

P p . 
type collision events at 3.5 GeV/c momen-
tum; • - experimental data 131, o - pre
dictions by formula (3). 

of the target nucleus) 848 events 
were pure passages of incident 
pion through the xenon nucleus, 
of the type 

n- + Xe ➔ n P + F + " 

and 

n--· +Xe ➔ np + F; 

(6) 

(7) . 

in the reaction (7) incident hadrons stopped inside the target 
nucleus, 78 events were the stoppings. Additional analysis 
shows 'l?/ that stoppings at 3.5 GeV/c occur in the xenon 
nucleus at the.collision impact parameter near to O. The sub-: 
sample of the pure passages was enlarged in additional scan
ning and.analysis of selected events, and contained in total 
about 1000 events of the type (6) and (7) together. 

In fig.1, the multiplicity np distribution N(n) 'of the pro
tons. emitted in the sample of any-type pion-xenonpnucleus col
lisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum is presented. In fig.2, ·the 
distribution N(np) is presented in-the subsample of the events 
in which the pion projectile passes through the target xenon 
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Fig.2. The multiplicity np of the emit
ted protons distribution N (np) = NII N 
in,.the subsample of pion-xenon nucleus 
collisions without particle production_ -
in which pure passage of_the projectile 
pion through the target xenon nucleus 
occurs; o - experimental data corrected 
for inefficiency,. □ - experimental data 
from any-type collision events after 
taking into account the transparency 
coefficient for the pionic projectile 
in the target nuclei, • - calculations 
by formula (11) from our former pa
per /15~ 
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Fig.3. The multiplicity np of the 
protons- distribution N(np) in the 
subsample of the pion-xenon nucleus 
collisions when the incident pion 
stopped inside the target ~ucleus; 
the incident pions ·are with 3.5.GeV/c 

♦ - experimental data, 
is the poligon predicted 
(4) from our former 

momentum. 
solid li~e 
by formula 
work 117~ • - experimental data· 
for the subsample of pure passages 
of the incident pions through the 
xenon target nuclei. 

nucleus without causing par
ticle production. In fig.3, 

. the proton multiplicity np 
distribution is shown in the subsample of incident pion stop~ 
pings inside the xenon target nucleus. In fig.4,, on the left 
side, the N(np) distributions of the multiplicities np of _the 
emitted-protons in the any-type events, in the passages, and 
in the stoppings in collisions· of 3.5 GeV/c momentum pions 
with xenon nucleus are presented together. for: comparison. 
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Fig.4. The proton multiplicity.np distributions N(np) = N/~N in pion
,xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum: o - passages, ■ - the 
stoppings, • - any-type collision events. Left side - experimental data, 

. ht 'd d" . . b . d" f 1 115•171 N rig s1 e - pre 1ct1ons given y co~respon 1ng ormu as • -
number'of events at a given proton multiplicity • 
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On the distributions obtained experimentally, the distribu
tions expressed by corresponding formulas are superimposed. 
The comparisons both of the distributions - those from the ex
periment and the calculated ones - ·are discussed in the next 
section. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proton multiplicity np distributions N(np) for any of 
the samples of events mentioned above were calculated, using 
corresponding formulas, under assumption that the intranuclear 
matter density is distributed according to the distributi~n' 11 

- according to the distribution of the electric charge in nuc
lei. In the formulas used there were not any free parameters, 
all quantities used in ~hem are from experiments. The results_ 
of calculations were compared with corresponding experimental 
data, figs.1-4. 

From the comparisons, it can be stated·that: 
1. Formulas 'l5/ describe experimental data well enough; 
2. From the agreement of the experimental data with appropriate 
results of the calculations, we are in the position to conclu
de that the Fermi distribution which describes well the distri
bution of the protons expresses as well the distribution of 
all the nucleons, and the distribution of the neutrons - in 
particular; 
3. The number np of protons which hadronic projectile sees 
among nN nucleons, in traversing the nucleus,- at a definite 
impact parameter b fluctuates according to the binomial formu
la/l?~ in average the ratio - <np>/nN = Z/ A. 

The agreemen~ is stated within an accuracy of about (10 7 

715)%. . 
Similar analysis of the matter density distributions in nuc

lei-was performed for the aluminium.and gold nuclei 116/, using 
N(np) distributions obtaiped in studying kaon and pion colli-:
sions with the nuclei 1191 at 250 GeV/c momentum. 

There are of a crucial character the experimental testings 
of the predictions given by formulq (4) for mean values <n >-. 
in various had-ran-nucleus collisions at various energies. 'the 
testing has been done up to about 3500 GeV/c momentum of had
ronic projectiles; the data are in the Table 1

81
• From the re

sults presented in the Table, agreement well-enough should 
be stated. 

In analysing the experimental data, for determination of 
the matter density distribution in nuclei, we applied only 
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Table. Mean r:rultiplicities of fast protons < np> emitted in hadron-
nucleus collisions at various energies: experimental data and prediq::-· 
ted bi formula (4). Experimental data are from Table 2 in our former 
work· 8 ~ where the references for original sources may be found 

Reaction Energy GeV ..-:np> exp <n p'calc 

Pi-+ Xe 3.5 3.20 ± 0.01 3.19 
Pi-+ Em 60 2.04 ± 0.12 1<1. 90 
Pi-+ Em 200 2.17 ± 0.10 >'<1. 87. 
Pi•+ Al 250 1.2 ± 0.1 1.23 
Pi•+ Au 250 3.7 ± 0.3 3. 71 
K+ + Al 250 L 2 , ± 0. 06 1.09 
K• + Au 250 3.3 ± 0.2 . 3.54 
p + Em 6.2 3.58 ± 0. 11 10-:3. 01 
p + Em 22.5 3.38 ± 0.14 10'<2. 99 
p + Em 67 2.66 ± 0.12 1<*2. 99 
p + Em 200 2.61 ± 0.18 *1<2. 99 
p + Em 300 2.60 ± 0.2 >h'<Z. 83 
p + Em 400 2.90 ± 0.2 *>°:2. 85 
p + Em 2000 2.62 ± 0.50 1:1,3. 03 
p + Em 3500 2.6 ± 0.5 1,z. z9 

In calculations, us1ng formula (4), the following quantities were used: 
<A> in protons/S from our work 120 ; ,\ t = 10.3/ut , where ut in fm2 is from 

pp o;r Pip reactions given is Rev. of Particle Properties12 L'; for emulsions 
(Em) the mean values for the charge.and mass numbers are <A> =.66.6 and 
< Z>= 2.93. ~~ - calculated for the "average" emulsion, ,~t, - calculated for 

AgBr composition. 

the 2nd variant of the method. We do not use here the 1st va
riant - the.solution of the system of equations, because the 
data which should be used for this procedure must be more ac~ 
curate - the samp1e of the hadron-nucleus collision events 
should be much more large. We expect the 1st variant of the me
thod will provide more accurate information about'the matter 
density distribution in atomic nuclei. 

The method proposed here may be used for the matter densi
ty· distribution determinat·ion. in nuclei by means of other de
tectors - by means of various track detectors and electronic 
arrangements.· 

What new is obtained in this work is the experimental fin
ding of the electric charge fluctuation in target nuclei around 

lO 

the projectile hadron course-' 17.'. The incident hadron, in pas
sing through a definite atomic nucleus at a definite impact pa
rameter b sees always definite number nN(b) of the nucleons at 
the strong action range around his course in i'ntranuclear mat-· 
ter, but the number np of the protons seen among·the nucleons 
met fluctuates according to the binomial formula/t7/ 

In preparing proposals for the future experiments, one 
should remember_that the distributions N(nN) or N(n) of the 
multiplicit_ies nN of the emitted. nucleons or nl,l of tbe emitted 
protons contai.n information on the matter density distributi011 
in nuclei'. Then,· any'data on the distributions, obtained accu
rately, enough inanyof experiments at energies higher than 
about a' few GeV may• be used for the investigations in ques-' 
tion. Su.ch investigations may be performed on the material 
from appropriate experiments realized on accelerators by means. 
of track detectors and electronic arrangements in which the 
nucleons, or the protonsonly,emitted from the target nucleJ 
in hadron-nucleus collisions are registered with an efficiency 
near to 100% within 4rr solid emission·angle. 
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